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Nature’s pantry and 
sami dinner 

Scandinavian Photoadventures welcomes you 
to anafternoon in the nature.. We pick berries and 
plant and learn about how they are used in sami 
everydaylife.
We end the day with a sami inspired dinner
where we got to taste our won berries and plants.

Scandinavian Photoadventures welcomes you 
to an afternoon in the nature. We pick berries and 
plant and learn about how they are used in sami 
everydaylife. 
We end the day with a sami inspired dinner 
where we got to taste our own  berries and plants.

Our sami guide pick you up from the hotel and 
take you to the countryside to collect berries 
and plants, depending on the season. We learn 
about how they have been used and are used 
in sami tradition and learn more about plants, 
nature and wildlife in the area,

We make fire and drink coffee and when we are 
done we go to the restaurant for dinner. We 
bring our collected pantry and meet the chef. 
Based on what we have with us the kitchen 
prepares a sometimes innovative, sometimes 
traditional meal. 

Price: 2 650 SEK/person. Beverage not included.

Included in the price: Transfer from your hotel, 
sami guide, two course dinner with ingredients 
from the tour, warm clothes and shoes if 
needed. 
We recommend warm clothes for the season, 
gloves, mittens and a good hat. 

Participants: Minimum 2 persons. Private tours, 
bigger groups and other dates on request.

Departure: 14.00-19.30, the time is 
approximate. The tour is available between May 
15 and September 30.

Contact: Scandinavian Photoadventures 
telephone +46-70-6390545 or e-mail
scandinavianphotos@gmail.com

*Scandinavian Photoadventures photographs all guided tours. If you do not want us to publish pictures of you, please 
tell our guides. By accepting to be photographed you agree to publishing on our websites and in social media.
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